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and gas exPlosion lawyers

over the past two decades the cunningham law Firm has 
handled numerous burn injury cases and has developed an 
expertise in this area. these cases have involved propane, natural 
gas explosions, products causing automotive and/or home fires 
as well as electrical, scald, and chemical related burns. Matt 
cunningham is a member of the american Burn and national Fire 
protection associations. the cunningham law Firm is recognized 
by professionals in the burn community as true advocates. 

Proven SucceSS since 2003, the cunningham law Firm 
has obtained more than $145 million on behalf of its clients 
through settlements or verdicts. in 2008, Matt and Jim 
cunningham obtained the largest burn injury verdict in arizona 
state history. the case involved two brothers, ages 12 and 3 
who suffered severe burn injuries when a flash fire erupted 
from a defective gas oven range. the pinal county jury hearing 
the case rendered a unanimous verdict awarding the two 
injured boys and their parents, $43.1 million. the cunningham 
law Firm has successfully represented individuals in gas, 
thermal, chemical, scald and electrical burn injury cases.

the driving force behind the firm’s success is doing what is 
necessary to help the client. this often requires the expenditure 
of a significant amount of money during the development and 
preparation of the case for trial. the cunningham law Firm 

has assembled some of the best experts in the United states 
involved in fire, explosion and burn related cases. they will 
bring forth whatever resources are necessary to give the case 
the greatest opportunity for success. 

FriendS oF the Burn community Matt and Jim 
cunningham believe in giving back to the organizations who 
are dedicated to assisting burn survivors and their families. 
they were recently recognized by the Foundation for Burns and 
trauma as its first ever courage level sponsors. the award 
provided to them reads: “Your generosity and kindness is a true 
blessing to burn survivors throughout arizona. Your lifetime 
donations have exceeded $500,000 making you our first 
courage level sponsor. We are proud and honored to have the 
cunningham law Firm as our sponsor and our friend.” 

Matt and Jim cunningham’s skills in handling burn related cases 
are matched by their generosity to organizations involved with 
assisting burn survivors. in addition to arizona, the cunningham 
law Firm handles burn injury cases throughout the United states.
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